The paper will deal with the diachronic development of the meaning and form of the Greek Perfect. The reason for focusing on this language is twofold: first, it has often been neglected in the modern linguistic literature about tense; secondly, in Greek, it is possible to observe (even without taking into account the meaning and form of the Perfect in Modern Greek) a very interesting diachronic behaviour of the Perfect which may have a great deal to tell about this "tense" more generally.\(^1\)

---

\(^1\) For the reader not so familiar with the chronology of the Greek language we here, in very broad outline, describe the various periods of its history.

Archaic Greek: 700-500 BC, e.g. Homer, Sappho and Alcaeus. This stage of the language is highly synthetic and in many respects not as grammaticalized as Classical Greek; the Perfect has a different meaning than that of later stages (especially salient in the so-called intensive use).

Classical Greek: 480-300 BC, eg. Plato, Xenophon and Sophocles. The language of this period is still very synthetic but more grammaticalized than AG; the Perfect, \textit{ex hypothesi}, acquires a new meaning.

Postclassical and Roman-Imperial Greek: 300 BC-450 AD, e.g. Lucian, New Testament and Plotinus. Shows distinct analytic tendencies and begins to confuse grammatical distinctions of CG, e.g., the moods or the two negatives; the core meaning of the Perfect is basically the same as in CG.

Transitional and Byzantine Greek: 300-1450 AD, e.g. Johannes Chrysostomos and Photius. The literary language is a mixture of "Volkssprache" and a classicistically influenced idiom; the synthetic Perfect is replaced by analytic constructions.

Modern Greek: from 1450 AD. Much more analytic than Ancient Greek; the Perfect, as well, is always analytic.
In early literary texts (e.g. Homer) the Perfect, morphologically characterised by reduplication and (often but not always) by a special Perfect-suffix -k-, has two different semantic values: an "intensive" (iterative or simply intensified) meaning and a resultative one. The Perfect form dédorke (from dérkomai "see") thus means "gaze" (= see in a prolonged or intense way), the Perfect Participle dedorkós "flashing (fire from ones eyes)". The resultative meaning we find e.g. in the Perfect form téthnêka (from thnêskó "die"), "has died" (= "is dead"). In Classical Greek the Perfect often yields a resultative meaning (although it can also, as we will see, convey other typical Perfect-shades-of-meaning). During this period we also find Perfect forms with what seems to be a Simple Past /Aorist meaning (e.g. in Pl.Cri.44 a tekmairomai dè ek tinos enupniou, ho heòraka oligon próteron taútês tês nuktôs "I conclude this from a dream which I had (lit. have seen) somewhat earlier tonight") . In Postclassical Greek the "Simple Past"-use of the Perfect gets to be quite widespread (e.g. Pol. 3.1.2 ...en téi triêti büblôi dedélókamen; homoiós dè kai tás aitías en autêi ekeinêi diesafêsamen "In my third book I explained (lit. have explained)...; I likewise set forth in the same place the reasons..."). Eventually, then (in Byzantine Greek), the synthetic Perfect disappears and is replaced by analytic forms.

Like in the analysis of many other languages, the correct understanding of the Greek Perfect is a controversial matter. As far as Classical Greek is concerned (the language period most focused on in traditional Greek grammar), two important types of interpretation can be distinguished, viz. (i) the theories which focus on resultativity, and (ii) the Reichenbachian theories. Representatives of the resultative "school" are (Chantraine 1927), (Humbert 1960) and (McKay 1980, McKay 1981). The Reichenbachian approach we find in modern linguistic literature commenting on the Greek Perfect (e.g. (Mourelatos 1978)), as well as in newer school

---

2 Already in antiquity, there was disagreement among the grammarians concerning the true meaning of the Greek Perfect. Dionysius Thrax (ca 170-90 B.C.) looked upon the Greek Perfect as a Past tense. His later colleague Apollonius Dyscolus (2nd c. A.D.), on the other hand, saw it as a kind of Present, attributing to the Perfect the meaning of "present achievement" (suntêleia enestôsa). Also Apollonius, however, regarded the Perfect as somehow past-oriented.

3 In Reichenbachian framework (following (Reichenbach 1947)) the meaning of the various tenses (e.g. in English) is described by means of the parameters E, R and S. E is the event time (the point or interval at which an event takes place); S is the utterance time and R the reference time. The possible relations between these various "temporal entities" are the following: S<R ("speech time before reference time"): Future; R<S ("reference time before speech time"): Past; S,R ("speech time and reference time identical"): Present; E<R ("event time before reference time"): Perfect; R<E ("reference time before event time"): Prospective. The various tenses, then, are the result of a combination of specific relations. E.g. the representation of the Present is the result of the combination S,R with E,R to yield S,R,E, and the representation of the Present Perfect is the result of the combination S,R with E<R, to yield E<R,S.
and university grammars of the Greek language, e.g. in (Blomqvist and Jastrup 1996).

Depending on what views the theoreticians on Greek grammar have concerning the core meaning of the (Classical) Perfect, their theories about the diachronic development of this ”tense” vary a great deal. Focusing on resultativity, quite a number of proponents of traditional Greek grammar (e.g. (Chantraine 1927)) have reconstructed the following history of the Perfect: in Homeric Greek the Perfect, which had an ”intensive” or (usually) resultative meaning, was almost always intransitive; in Classical Greek the resultative Perfect was distinctly extended to transitivity and therefore got to be more past-oriented (an object as a result of an event leads the thought to the event in the past which caused the result (“I have born a child”) in a different way than the old result-on-the-subject (“I have born = I am a mother”); the synthetic Perfect then, in Postclassical Greek, more and more acquires a Past meaning (but probably not quite the same meaning as the Simple Past/Aorist), gets confused with the Aorist (also morphologically) and gets to be extinct. The Reichenbachian approach to the (middle and later stages of) the history of the Greek Perfect is the following: since the Perfect of Classical Greek can be seen as involving two reference-points, Present and Past (like S,R & E<R in (Reichenbach 1947)), the Perfect is present-oriented and past-oriented. Because of the past-orientation the Perfect can also be used as a retrospective tense without present-orientation, which more and more gets to be the case in later Greek, where it is used with a Simple Past-meaning. (Note that the first type of theory seems to suggest that there was no real change of meaning (from Perfect into Simple Past) between the Classical and the Postclassical period, whereas the Reichenbachian type implies that there was such a change!)

After having looked at a great deal of Greek data, as well as having considered the applicability on Greek of traditional as well as various modern linguistic approaches to the Perfect in other languages, we tend to think that an Extended Now-analysis, suggested e.g. for the English Perfect by (McCoard 1978) and (Stechow 2001a) is to be preferred to a resultative mode of explanation (whether traditional, like in Chantraine or McKay, or modern semantic like (Kamp and Reyle 1993))5. The Reichenbachian account of the Perfect sometimes adopted in modern

---

4 Exceptions to this rule are Hom. Il. 2. 272 ἐ δὲ μήρι’ Ὀδυσσείς εσθλὰ ἐόργην ("For sure, Ulysses has accomplished innumerable good deeds") and Od. 17. 284 κακὰ πολλὰ πέπονθα ("I have suffered many evils").

5 According to the Extended-Now-account the Present Perfect denotes an interval which includes the event time and extends up to the speech time. The Extended-Now is then (e.g. by (Dowty 1979)) treated as a predicate XN, with the following truth conditions: XN(t) is true at a time t’ if and only if t’ is a final subinterval denoted by t. For a similar
treatments of the Greek tenses is, at most, adequate as a means of analysis of the usage at certain stages of development in this language, and it fails, in any real sense, to give insight into the mechanisms behind the development per se. The Extended-Now-approach, as we shall see, covers much more ground. To our knowledge, no other thorough attempt has been made to interpret the Ancient Greek Perfect in this way, either synchronically or diachronically. The „intensive“ use of the Perfect we will almost entirely exclude from our investigation.

In the account of the diachrony of the Greek Perfect something will also be said about the early emergence of analytic Perfect constructions in this language, and of the fate of the synthetic vs. analytic Perfect in MG.

2. **ON THE TENSE/ASPECT/AKTIONSART-ARCHITECTURE**

The aim of our investigation is an analysis of the system in syntactic and semantic terms. We will use an approach in the style of recent syntax/semantics (cf. (Chomsky 1995), (Stechow 1993), (Stechow 1996), (Giorgi and Pianesi 1998), (Stechow 1999a)). The main characteristic of such systems is the assumption of functional projections for Agreement, Tense and Aspect. One of the great advantages of this approach is its ability to provide a transparent and simple analysis of the meaning of Tense and Aspect and to combine this with the semantics of adverbs and negation. We will see that this framework enables us to describe linguistic variation through time and languages within a stable underlying "universal grammar".

The syntactic analysis proposed in the following is rather abstract. In particular, we do not commit ourselves to details of Greek surface syntax. Our syntactic structures abstract from linear approach, cf. (Anagnostopoulou et al. 1997): "...the Perfect sets up a time span. The right boundary of that time span is oriented towards a contextually relevant point in time (not necessarily by identity, but also by approximation, as with *lately*...The left boundary of the Perfect time span depends on the lexical meaning of the adverbial. When the Perfect adverbial is *since*, the left boundary is the overt argument of *since* (e.g. since 1991)". For a more explicit analysis, cf. (Stechow 1999b).

It deserves, however, to be mentioned that the famous American pioneer of Greek and Latin grammar, Basil Gildersleeve, who always had very sound intuitions about the languages he interpreted, to all appearances looked upon the Perfect in some such way, cf. (Gildersleeve 1900-1911): "The perfect looks at both ends of an action. The time between these ends is considered as a present. When one end is considered, the present is used; when the other, the aorist". In his treatment of verbal aspect in New Testament Greek, (Fanning 1990) briefly discusses the Extended-Now-theory, viz. as found in (McCord 1978). He rejects it for NT Greek, however (with implied claims of nonvalidity also for Ancient Greek generally) in favour of a combined Tense/Aspect/Aktionsart-approach (cf. below). As for the synchronic interpretation of the MG Perfect, an Extended-Now-approach has been proposed recently by (Iatridou et al. 2001).
order and scrambling. To give an idea of the difficulties and the required abstractness of the analysis, we ask the reader to consider the following example:

(1)  tôn d’ aúte proséeipe perifrón Eurúkleia
Him then answerAOR wise Eurycleia (Hom. Od. 22.134)

To our mind, this sentence expresses the statement that the PAST spoken about contains an event which is an answering done by Eurycleia and directed towards Ulysses. In somewhat more formal terms, this reading can be expressed as:

(2)  $e \subseteq \text{PAST} \& e$ is the giving of an answer to him by Eurycleia]

PAST is the semantic past, i.e. a time before the speech time specified by the context of use. The information $e \subseteq t$ is the meaning of the perfective aspect (“PERFECTIVE”). The AG Aorist morphology contains the information PAST + PERFECTIVE, which is spread to different functional nodes in the syntax. A syntactic tree for the sentence could be this:

(3)

The semantic tense PAST and the semantic aspect PERFECTIVE are located in the specifier of the tense phrase (TP) and in that of the aspect phrase (AspP) respectively. This information is abstract, i.e., phonetically invisible. Semantically, the finite Aorist is a combination of PAST + PERFECTIVE. Morphologically, the PERFECTIVE is associated with the stem, for we have an infinitive Aorist in AG, which has no PAST-meaning. The information PAST comes with the
augment, which is traditionally regarded as its carrier. The situation is complicated somewhat by the fact that the finite Aorist form has special personal endings different from that of other tenses. In any case, it is safe to say that the finite Aorist form has the morphological features [past] and [perfective], which are located in the heads of TP and AspP, respectively. The finite verb may check these by successive movement. It ascends gradually to the past-position. The pronoun tön, “him”, is scrambled to the “Wackernagel position”, i.e. to the position in front of TP. This gives us the observed surface word order.

We will see that the meaning (2) can be calculated from this tree by functional application of PFV to the VP-meaning and by functional application of PAST to PFV VP. We will now explain our system in more detail.

The essential idea of the analysis is that we carefully distinguish between morphological feature and semantics. A verb has certain morphological features, which check the presence of the functional projections containing the respective features as heads. The specifier of a functional projection contains semantic information, which matches the morphology in the unmarked case, but by no means always does so. For instance, the German perfect morphology is ambiguous in many ways: it may express a semantic Past tense, an Extended Now-Perfect, a Future Perfect and a Perfect of result:

\[
\begin{align*}
(4) & \quad \text{a. } & \text{Gestern sind wir in Rom gewesen.} & \text{(PAST)} \\
& & \text{yesterday are we in Rome been} \\
& \quad \text{b. } & \text{Ich habe seit zwei Stunden auf dich gewartet.} & \text{(XN)} \\
& & \text{I have since two hours for you waited} \\
& \quad \text{c. } & \text{Morgen habe ich den Aufsatz abgeben.} & \text{(FUTURE PERFECT)} \\
& & \text{tomorrow have I the paper delivered} \\
& \quad \text{d. } & \text{Eva hat Tübingen seit einem Jahr verlassen.} & \text{(Perfect of result)} \\
& & \text{Eva has Tübingen left since one year}
\end{align*}
\]

The Italian passato prossimo, which is morphologically equivalent to the German Perfect, has a much more restricted meaning, namely that of the AG aorist. For instance, (5a) is unacceptable. We have to use the imperfetto instead of the passato remoto, if we want to get an idiomatic text. The examples are taken from (Giorgi and Pianesi 2001).
(5) a. *(Alle tre) Mario ha mangiato una mela e la sta mangiando tutt’ora. [22]
   (At three) Mario has eaten an apple and he is still eating it
b. (Alle tre) Mario mangiava una mela e la sta mangiando tutt’ora.
   (At three) Mario ate (ipfv) an apple and he is still eating it

Obviously, we could produce exactly the same contrast for the Aorist vs. Imperfect for Ancient Greek.

Below we give an exposition of the tense/aspect/aktionsart-architecture which we have in mind. As has been said above, we will strictly distinguish between morphological and semantic tense and aspect. The semantic notions will be represented by capital letters, the morphological ones by small letters. This the architecture of the finite clause:

(6) The tense/aspect/aktionsart-architecture

The standard semantic tenses are PRESENT, PAST and FUTURE, but there may be some additional ones as well. The morphological realisation of the tenses can vary from language to language. A complication may arise from the fact that TENSE and ASPECT are not always realised by separate morphemes. A stable factor in Greek morphology, on the other hand, is that the Aorist morphology of finite forms (the Aorist marking proper together with the so-called augment) expresses PAST + PERFECTIVE, whereas the imperfect morphology expresses PAST + IMPERFECTIVE.

The notion of aspect has a Janus face, which easily leads to confusion. The semantic side

7 Cf. (Stechow 2001b)
of the aspect morphology is complicated by the fact that we have to distinguish between two different notional categories, viz. aspectual class and aspectual relation. In the semantic literature aspectual class usually is a synonym for aktionsart in the sense of (Vendler 1957). In other words, an aktionsart is an accomplishment/achievement, activity or a state. The Vendler aktionsart is expressed by the tense- and aspectless VP. We will assume that an accomplishment/achievement is a class of events, whereas Vendlerian states are sets of times or states. Following (Herweg 1990) and (Katz 1995), we will not distinguish between times and states.

An event or state is located in time by means of a relation that connects the reference time with the event time or the event state. With (Klein 1994), we will call these relations ASPECTS, more accurately, SEMANTIC ASPECTS. The following ASPECTS are used in many languages: (i) the reference time may INCLUDE the event time or the state time, (ii) the reference time may be INCLUDED in the event time, or (iii) the reference time may follow the event time or state time, being POST. One and the same morphological aspect may license different ASPECTS. For instance, Russian perfective morphology selects Vendlerian accomplishments/achievements and licenses either INCLUDES or POST.

Let us make this more precise. Recently, a version of Partee’s (1973) deictic theory of TENSE has become increasingly popular. We follow the proposal given in (Heim 1994), according to which tenses restrict the interpretation of temporal variables:

(7) Semantic Tenses

---

8 In the slavistic philology, the term aktionsart is used a bit differently. In this tradition, aktionsarten are properties of actions such as inchoativity, terminativity, frequentativity and what other characteristics can be expressed by verbal prefixes. The Vendlerian aktionsarten are classes of events defined by their temporal properties. The term does not touch upon the problem of how the VP expressing such an aktionsart is built up by means of internal aktionsarten in the sense of the slavistic philologists.
are symbols of type i which bear time variables as indices. Let c be the context of the
utterance with tc as the speech time.

a. \( \| \text{NOW} \|^{g,c} \) is the speech time conceived as a point.

b. \( \| \text{PAST}_j \|^{g,c} \) is defined only if \( g(j) \) precedes the speech time \( t_c \). If defined, \( \| \text{PAST}_j \|^{g,c} = g(j) \).

c. \( \| \text{FUTR}_j \|^{g,c} \) is defined only if \( g(j) \) follows the speech time \( t_c \). If defined, \( \| \text{FUTR}_j \|^{g,c} = g(j) \).

We will use the terminology introduced by (Reichenbach 1947) and call the time denoted by a
semantic tense the \textit{reference time}.9 Below is a list of the \textit{SEMANTIC ASPECTS} mentioned.

\begin{enumerate}
\item [8] \textbf{Semantic aspects}
\item a. INCLUDES = \( \lambda P \lambda t \exists e. \tau(e) \subseteq t \& P(e) \), \( P \) of type \( <v,t> \) (\textit{“PERFECTIVE”})
\item b. POST = \( \lambda P \lambda t \exists e. \tau(e) < t \& P(e) \) (\textit{“PERFECT”})
\item c. INCLUDED = \( \lambda P \lambda t \exists e. t \subseteq \tau(e) \& P(e) \) (\textit{“IMPERFECTIVE”})
\end{enumerate}

\( e \) can be an event or a time. \( \tau(e) \) is the time of \( e \). If \( e \) is a time, then \( \tau(e) = e \). In order to keep
\textit{SEMANTIC ASPECT} apart from morphological aspect, it would be safe to use the technical
terms INCLUDES, POST and INCLUDED throughout the paper. But after (Klein 1994) there
is a widespread practice of using the names PERFECTIVE, PERFECT and IMPERFECTIVE
for these relations (cf. e.g. (Kratzer 1998)). We will adhere to this usage, but, at the same time,
we want to formulate a serious warning: One has to understand these terms in their technical
sense, which is given by the definition. One should avoid confusing \textit{SEMANTIC ASPECT}
with morphological aspect. Henceforth, we will use the abbreviations IPFV for
IMPERFECTIVE, PFV for PERFECTIVE, while PERF will stand for PERFECT.

This said, let us evaluate in detail the LF conveyed by tree (3). We will not VP in detail,
but we will assume the following meaning:

\( || \text{VP} \text{ perifrôn Eurûkleia tônj proséeipe} ||^{g,e} = \lambda e. e \) is the giving of an answer to \( g(j) \) by
wise Eurycleia

---

9 It is what (Bäuerle 1979) and (Fabricius-Hansen 1986) call \textit{Betrachtzeit}, what (Klein 1994) calls \textit{topic time} or \textit{time of the claim}, and what (Musan 2000) calls \textit{tense time}. I see little point in contributing to the general confusion by
introducing a new terminology; we accept any term, provided it has a clear interpretation.

10 \( i \) is the type of times, \( v \) that of events.
The only important thing to keep in mind is that the VP is semantically tense- and aspectless, i.e., it is interpreted exactly as if it were a non-finite construction. The semantic tense + aspect, i.e. PAST + PERFECTIVE, is located in distant functional nodes. The Vendlerian aktionsart is not altogether clear. The VP is presumably best interpreted as an accomplishment; it could be an activity as well but not a state.

The tree is evaluated by ignoring the morphological nodes and by performing type driven functional application (FA), the way the standard textbooks teach us to do, e.g. (Heim and Kratzer 1998).

\[
\begin{align*}
& \text{PAST}_i \text{ PFV } \text{periérón Eurôkleia tôn j proséeipe } ||^g \\
& \quad = || \text{ PFV } \text{periérón Eurôkleia tôn j proséeipe } ||^g(\text{PAST}_i ||^g) \text{ FA} \\
& \quad = || \text{ PFV } \text{periérón Eurôkleia tôn j proséeipe } ||^g(\text{g}(i)) \text{ meaning of PAST}_i \\
& \quad = || \text{ PFV } ||^g (|| \text{periérón Eurôkleia tôn j proséeipe } ||^g(\text{g}(i)) \text{FA} \\
& \quad = \lambda P \lambda e. \pi(e) \subseteq t \& P(e)(|| \text{periérón Eurôkleia tôn j proséeipe } ||^g(\text{g}(i))) \text{ meaning of PFV} \\
& \quad = \lambda e[\tau(e) \subseteq t \& || \text{periérón Eurôkleia tôn j proséeipe } ||^g(\text{g}(i))] \text{ FA + } \lambda \text{-conversion} \\
& \quad = \exists e[\tau(e) \subseteq g(i) \& || \text{periérón Eurôkleia tôn j proséeipe } ||^g(\text{g}(i))] \lambda \text{-conversion} \\
& \quad = \exists e[\tau(e) \subseteq g(i) \& \lambda e[e \text{ is the giving of an answer to } g(j) \text{ by wise Eurycleia}(e)] \text{ meaning of the VP} \\
& \quad = \exists e[\tau(e) \subseteq g(i) \& e \text{ is the giving of an answer to } g(j) \text{ by wise Eurycleia}] \lambda \text{-conversion}
\end{align*}
\]

3. **Chronology of Tense/Aspect Systems**

In what follows we give a survey of some important historical stages of the Greek tense/aspect systems. The representations will associate with different verbal forms the functional nodes checked by the form. The functional nodes are associated with their morphological features and their semantic interpretation. As before, the morphological features are written in small letters, whereas capital letters are used for the semantics. It should be obvious that the survey is highly idealised and incomplete, as any attempt to introduce order into the actual historical development has to be.
### 3.1. *Archaic Greek (700-500 BC)*

The following charts will not distinguish between heads and specifiers of the functional categories. Furthermore, no account will be given of the person features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>root-meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>márptô</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>marp- “seize”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>márpsô</td>
<td>Future</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>“</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>émarpton</td>
<td>Past</td>
<td>ipfv</td>
<td>“</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>émarpsa</td>
<td>Past</td>
<td>pfv</td>
<td>“</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mémarpa</td>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>ipfv</td>
<td>INTENS or RESULT + “seize”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e)memárpêa</td>
<td>Pluperfect</td>
<td>ipfv</td>
<td>INTENS or RESULT + “seize”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A look at this chart reveals an asymmetry of the system. While we find perfective/imperfective opposition for the past tenses, we do not find it for the future. Modern Greek has introduced an “Ausgleich” here. The present form not being aspectually marked (i.e. its being “neutral”) does not come as a surprise. The semantic PERFECTIVE cannot be combined with PRES, which is conceived as a point in time and must therefore be combined with IMPERFECTIVE.

To all appearances, the Imperfect and the Aorist Indicative are genuine Past tenses that are distinguished by aspect\(^\text{11}\). The Aorist selects the PERFECTIVE, while the Imperfect selects the

---

\(^{11}\) This is indeed the communis opinio found in the traditional descriptions of the Greek tense and aspect system. (E.g. (Bizos 1981, Humbert 1960, Kühner and Gerth 1898)). It should also be mentioned, however that some recent
IMPERFECTIVE. PERFECTIVE seems to be the same notional category as in the Slavic languages, i.e. it expresses completion/telicity of the event type denoted by the VP. This follows from the semantics of PERFECTIVE, which requires that the VP-event is included in the reference time. This is only possible for completed events.

The Perfect and the Pluperfect are the most complex forms. The Perfect (unlike the Pluperfect) does not contain a semantic PAST. It is a presentic form expressing either intensity/iteration or resultativity. The traditional cover term for this usage is "Pure Perfect". If we have kept this terminology, this is no more than a convenient adaptation to the conventions of traditional Greek grammar. Semantically, the term covers two completely different operations, namely INTENSivity and RESULTativity. There have been attempts in traditional Greek grammar to reduce Intensity to Resultativity (as reflected e.g. in Smyth 1956:435), but we do not believe in the possibility of such a reduction. We will not speculate in the question why the two meanings are encoded in the same form. As we have said already, we will neglect the intensive meaning.

Before we consider the Perfect, let us make some remarks about the interpretation of imperfective forms. Imperfective morphology requires IPFV. As a consequence, the embedded Vendlerian aktionsart must have the subinterval property. If the VP expresses a state or an activity, this raises no problems. But if it is an accomplishment or achievement, we must stativise it by means of semantic operations such as the Progressive, Habituality, Iterativity or Modality (e.g., Possibility). These operations may be morphologically visible or not. Below is a first approximation to the meaning of a habituality and an iterativity operator:

(10) **Two temporal stativisers**

a. Habituality. HAB := λPλt[∃t ⊆ t' & there are many e: e ⊆ t & P(e)]

b. Iterativity. ITER := λPλt[There are many e: e ⊆ t & P(e)]

Here are some examples illustrating the application of these stativisers.

(11) *autàr doure diá kekoruthména chalkôi pállôn Argeiôn prokalizeto*
and spears two tipped bronze Dat. brandishing of-Argives challenge ipfv

*pántas arístous antíbion máchesthai en ainēi dēiotēti*
all the best face-to-face to fight in dread combat

"and brandishing two spears tipped with bronze he **challenged** ('went about and challenged') **all the best of Argives to fight with him face to face in dread combat**"

(Hom. **Il.** 3. 18)

“He challenged the best” is an accomplishment. We have to convert this aktionsart into a state in order to combine it with IPFV. The operation stativising the VP is presumably iterativity. This leads to the following analysis.

(12) **PAST** past IMPFV ipfv [**VP** ITER [**VP** pro prokalizeto arístous]]

We are using “pro” as a representation for the missing subject pronoun. The reader may check for herself that this analysis provides a reasonable interpretation: PAST is contained in an interval which itself contains an iteration of challenges.

The accomplishment in the following example is presumably best stativised by means of the HAB-operator.

(13) **pár dë̀ zóstēr keítō panaiolos, hōi r’ ho geraĩōs zōnnuθ’,**

beside and girdle lie IMPF flashing which Dat. the old man gird ipfv.med/pass.

*hōte es pólemon fihisēnora thôrēssoito*

whenever to war baneful array pres.Opt.med./pass.

“and by his side lay the flashing girdle, **wherewith the old man used to gird himself**.

whenever he arrayed himself for battle, the bane of men”

(ibid. 10.78)

The logical form of the sentence is therefore something like this:

(14) [**TP** PAST [ Assertion IPFV HAB ([**VP** ho geraĩōs zōnnuto ] )]]

The sentence means that the reference time is a subinterval of period in which the old man had the habit to gird himself with the flashing girdle.

The introduction of the modal stativisers Progressivity (PROG) and Possibility (CAN) requires a modal framework, which we cannot seriously develop in this paper. The semantics for
the Progressive will follow (Dowty 1979) and (Landman 1992), which means that PROG is
treated as a modal operator conveying the meaning that the event in question is completed in the
normal course of events, in the "inertia worlds". CAN means that the proposition modified is
compatible with a modal background, which is a proposition specified by the context (Kratzer
1977).

(15) **Two modal stativisers**

a. **PROG** := \( \lambda P \lambda t \lambda w \forall w'[\text{Inert}(w)(w') \rightarrow \text{There is a superinterval } t' \text{ of } t \text{ such that } t \text{ is not a final part of } t' \land \exists e \subseteq t' \land P(e)(w')] \)

b. **CAN** := \( \lambda P \lambda t \lambda w[H_{w^*} \text{ is compatible with } P] \), where \( H \) is a modal background

Inert\((w)(w')\) means that the world history \( w' \) is the same as \( w \) until the end of \( t \), and that \( (w', t') \) makes every proposition true which should be true in \( w \) at \( t' \) in the normal course of events, where \( t' \) is the said superinterval of \( t \). A modal background, used in the definition of modalities like CAN, is a function which assigns a proposition to a world and a time.13

The following data present a case where the embedded accomplishment may be stativised
by means of the PROG-operator.

(16) *kai sfin áchos katà thumón egigneto derkoménos Tróas*

and themDat. sorrow in heart becomeipfv beholdingDat. TrojansAcc

"and sorrow grew (‘was growing’) in their hearts, as they beheld the Trojans”

(Hom. *Il.* 13.86)

Consequently, the LF of the sentence may be something like the following:

(17) \[\text{egigneto áchos sfin katà thumón} \]

\[\text{[TP PAST [AspIPFV [VP PROG [VP BECOME sorrow them in the heart]]]]}\]

Note that we do not classify PROG as a semantic aspect. It is a stativiser, which belongs to the
VP, not to the AspP. As to the semantics of the BECOME-operator, the reader should consult
(Dowty 1979: chapter 3). This predicate is an “eventiser” which converts a state into an
accomplishment or achievement. The predicate tells us that the state does not obtain at the

12 For this term, see (Dowty 1979: 148 ff.)
13 This semantics is simplified because it neglects inconsistent backgrounds. We assume that they are treated along
the lines indicated in (Kratzer 1978) or (Kratzer 1981).
beginning of the event, but only at the end of the interval (and is not defined in between).

Finally, the reader is asked to consider modalisation by the CAN-operator, which requires the presence of a negation in the syntax (Cf (Chantraine 1986)). In the following example it is the negated modality/possibility which converts the embedded accomplishment into a state:

(18) ἀλλ’ οὐδ’ ἡσθηθεῖται ἐνι στῆθεσιν ἑπίθετον, πρὶν γ´ ἡστῆθεν

but also not so his heart.Acc. in breast persuade.ipfv.3.plur. before

θάλαμος πῶκ ἐβάλλεινo chamber much batter.ipfv.3.Sing.Pass

"yet not even so could they persuade the heart in his breast, until at last his chamber was being hotly battered"

(II. 9.587)

The position of the negation is not entirely clear to us. Let us assume that it is located under the semantic aspect. In this case, the LF of the example could be as follows:

(19) [TP PAST [Asp IPFV οὐδ’ [VP CAN pro ἑπίθετον τοῦ θομὸν ] ] ]

PAST [IPFV NEG [VP CAN they persuade his heart]]

This means that the PAST is contained in a stretch of time during which they (i.e. the people around Meleager) where not able to persuade him (i.e. Meleager himself).

Finally, let us consider the Perfect. During this period, the Present Perfect always expresses a presentic statement. It follows that the semantic aspect IPFV is unmarked in the morphology. There are two meanings connected with this form, viz. the "Intensive" and Resultativity. No PAST meaning is witnessed to our best knowledge.

As has already been mentioned above, the Greek Perfect may express Intensity. The following example illustrates this kind of Perfect.

(20) μάχή πολέμος τε δέδηε

14 Interestingly, exactly this configuration is exhibited by Russian and other Slavic languages (Schoorlemmer 1995: chapter 4).

15 Examples like Il. 2.272 and Od. 17.284 (cf. above, page 2, note 4) are sometimes believed to represent an intermediary state between the Present Resultative and the more Past-oriented Experiental use. Cf. for instance Hedin (1999).
“Fight and war are raging (intensively)”

Here the active Perfect form dédée (from daiò "light up", "kindle") has the intransitive meaning of "burn", "rage", otherwise connected with the passive forms of this verb.

In Homeric Greek this use of the Perfect is very frequent with verbs whose meaning involve a) sounds, e.g. bébruche "he bellows", bebruchós bellowing (Pres. brucháomai), kékraga "I scream" (Pres. krázô), b) activities of the senses (or feelings), e.g. ópôpa "I see" (Pres. horáô), ódôðe "smells" (Pres. ózô), gégêthe "is delighted" (Pres. gêthêô), d) gestures/facial expressions, etc., e.g. pefrikós "staring" (Pres. fríssô)16.

Intensifiers are something like adverbs of degree or manner adverbs. They measure distance from normality. The INTENS-operator means approximately “very much”. When the activity denoted by the verb has a component that can be escalated, the meaning of the Intensive will be “to a high extent”; when there is no such component (or sometimes even when there is one), the meaning of the Intensive will, so to speak, enter another dimension, yielding readings as “rapidly” or “repeatedly”. As is to be expected, these meanings are stativisers.

We will make no attempt to analyse this use any further. Let us only remark that there is no plausible connection between the intensive use of the perfect and the simultaneously existent resultative use to which we turn next.

The prevailing use of the Perfect is that of an RESULT-operator. This use has to be assumed in the following example:

(21) éóð dê mo índice dødé duodekátê hóñ’ es Ilion eilêsoutha
morning and I.Dat. be.PRES. now twelfth when to Troy come.PERF.1.Sing.
"it is now the twelfth morning of my being in (lit. having come to) Troy”
(Hom. Il 21.81)

RESULT is a stativiser which gives us the resultant state of an accomplishment or achievement, exactly in the same way as in the case of the English adjectival passive or the German “Zustandspassiv”. In German, we can translate the example into a presentic statement:

( 22) Es ist der zwölfte Morgen, seit ich nach Troja gekommen bin.

16 The meaning of the Present forms is usually that of the Perfect form minus the intensive "grade". A good example is also bébêka "be in the act or attitude of going” (Pres. bainô “walk”), as in Od. 1. 360 hé méñ thambësasa pálín oikónde bébêkei (“but she (sc. Penelope) was astounded and took her way back to her rooms”).
it is the twelfth morning since I to Troy come are

In Archaic Greek the resultative use is usually connected to intransitivity. A closer inspection would reveal that these verbs are typically those who have been called “unaccusatives” in the generative literature. There are quite a number of theories about the Perfect of result. We will simply adopt the proposal made in (Kratzer 2000). Kratzer assumes that the perfect of result can be formed by verbs which have an accessible resultant state in the lexical semantics. For instance, the verb “x comes to Troy” may be analysed as:

(23) **A transformative verbal**

\[
\text{come to Troy} := \lambda x \lambda e \lambda s [\text{cause}(s)(e) \& \text{in-Troy}(y)(s)]
\]

Applied to a subject x, this verb x is true of an event and a resultant state s, if e causes s and s is the state that x is in Troy. The RESULT-operator takes such a verb; furthermore, it existentially quantifies the generating event and gives us the resultant state. Consequently, its semantics is this:

(24) **The RESULT-operator** (Kratzer 2000)

\[
\text{RESULT} = \lambda R \lambda s \exists e [R(e)(s)]
\]

The RESULT-operator is not a stativiser in the sense that it converts an accomplishment/achievement into a state. It rather chooses the state as an option. This makes it an “aktionsart chooser”. In consequence, the logical representation of the tenseless perfect form “I have come to Troy” is:

(25) 

\[
[\text{VP RESULT I come to Troy}] = \lambda s \text{cause}(s)(e) \& \text{in-Troy}(I)(s)
\]

This form may duly be combined with PRES + IPFV. So the LF for our example is this:

(26) 

\[
[\text{TP PRES [Asp IPFV [RESULT [pro es Hellenes]]]]}
\]

This structure means that the PRESENT is contained in a state s such that I am in Troy at s and s is caused by a previous event. The “pluperfect” has exactly the same interpretation with PAST instead of PRES.

We have to add that the logical type of this sort of unaccusatives requires an extra logical
operation for ordinary active statement. We need an “eventiser”, which is the mirror image of the RESULT-operator. For instance, the sentence “I came to Troy” must have the following LF:

(27) PAST PFV EVENT I come to Troy

The semantics of the “eventiser” is given by the following rule:

(28) An eventiser

EVENT = λRλe∃s[R(e)(s)]

The evaluation of the precise relation of this theory on the resultative Perfect to traditional analyses (e.g. (Chantraine 1927)) we leave to future research.

One wonders by which historical coincidence two very different meanings, Intensity and Resultativity, were associated with the same morphology. We will see that the double meaning of the form will not survive in history. Traditionally, it has been assumed that intensity had to give way to resultativity. As we will see, however, not all Posthomeric uses of the Perfect are resultative: in Classical and Postclassical Greek we find all the readings of the Perfect commonly associated with e.g. the English Perfect (U-reading, the various E-readings, see explications in note 5).

3.2. Classical (500 – 300 BC)

In traditional descriptions the TA-system of Classical Greek is said to be just like that of Homeric/Archaic Greek, except for the Perfect, which in Classical Greek is supposed to have resultative meaning, occasionally a Past meaning, while the intensive use is disappearing. The grammarians also list several periphrastic constructions, which they describe as having a particularly strong resultative meaning (eimi "be" with Perfect Participle, échó "have with Aorist or Perfect Participle). The semantics of these constructions in Classical and

---

17 The Intensive Perfect during the Classical period is indeed scarce and has turned into a kind of “formula”. We do not agree with some commentators of Greek tragedies who seem to think that the use of the Intensivum was then still really productive (cf. e.g. Kannicht’s commentary to Euripides Helen (p. 155)).
18 An example of the periphrasis with eimi is Ar. Pl. 867 ho dé polû màllon enious estin exolòlekos (“Some of us truly he has brought to ruin rather than to wealth”; the construction échó with Aorist Participle we find e.g. in Hdt. 6. 12...andri Fókaeli alazòni...epitrépsanta hèmèas autois échomen (“...we have committed ourselves into the hands of this Phocaean braggart...”); an example of échó with the Perfect Participle is Pl. Theaet. 200a epístêmên ñra oièsetai tetèreukós échein, all ouk anepístêmosinèn (“Thus he will think that he has caught (and has) knowledge, not
Postclassical Greek will not be analysed in this paper.

As for the diachronics of the synthetic Perfect, the following functional explanation has suggested itself to the traditional grammarians: the Resultative has a “posteriority” component, which the Intensive has not. The Intensive is a sort of Present Progressive and rather points toward the near future, the end of the action. Classical Greek would then specialise towards the “posteriority” perspective.

In the new analysis which we are going to suggest, we will start our completion of the traditional picture by the observation that other uses of the Perfect appear already in the classical period, where the Perfect shows all the readings that are typical for the English Perfect.

In archaic Greek, the resultative use is almost exclusively combined with intransitivity, in the classical period the meaning is generalised to transitivity. In the examples below (29) illustrates the frequent resultative meaning (of one transitive Perfect forms (\textit{apoleloipasin} “have left (us)”) and two intransitive ones (\textit{apodedrakasin} “have gotten away” and \textit{apopefeugasin} “have escaped”), and (30) the almost extinct “intensive” use, and (31) the new “Past” meaning (cf. above, p. 2).

(29) \textit{apoleloipasin hêmás Xenías kai Pasion}. all` eû ge méntoi epistháthōsan,
leave\textit{3.pl.} us Xenias and Pasion but well however know\textit{ipfv.3.plur.}

\textit{hóti óute apodedrakasin} - oída gár, hópêi oichontai - óûte
that neither get away\textit{perf.3.pl.}, know\textit{1sing}; for where be\textit{3.pl.}, neither

\textit{apopefeugasin} -échó gár triërēs hôste heleîn tò ekeînón ploion
escape\textit{perf.3.pl.}, have\textit{pres.1sing.} for triremes so that take\textit{Inf.} the their ship

“X. and P. have deserted us. But they ought to know that neither have they gotten away because I know in what direction they have gone - nor have they escaped - because I have triremes\textsuperscript{20} so that I can overtake their ship”

(Xen. \textit{An.} 1. 4. 8)

(30) \textit{ouûd` étì pûr epibômion en Troiái theoisín lêlampen}

\textsuperscript{19} Some theoreticians writing on the Greek Perfect have focused very much on the distinction intransitive/transitive as being of crucial importance for the (temporal/aspectual) semantic development of this “tense”.

\textsuperscript{20} I.e. a bigger and faster ship that of Xenias and Pasion.
and no longer fire on-the-altars in Troy to the gods shine, fragrant.

"No more on the altars of the Immortals is the old fire ablaze, fragrant with incense"

(Eur. Andr. 1025)

(31) ἡβρισμαί μὲν ἐγώ καὶ ποπὴλάκισαι τὸ σῶμα


touμὸν τὸτε...

my then

"It was for sure I who was then offended and whose person was dragged in the dirt"

(Dem. 9. 60)

The innovation is illustrated by the last example. The employment of the adverbial τότε ("then") suggests that this is a PAST-meaning of the Perfect. In Archaic Greek, when the Perfect usually had a presentic value (intensive or resultative) the combination with past-oriented adverbs was not possible (more precisely: is not attested).

We have already mentioned that the proponents of traditional Greek grammar look upon the resultative use of the Perfect as more or less the only meaning of this tense in Posthomerian, classical Greek (cf. e.g. (Rijksbaron 1984, Smyth and Messing 1956)). To be sure, the Greek Perfect during the classical period often yields a resultative reading. Upon a closer reading of the classical texts, however, we find practically all the different readings that are commonly associated with e.g. the English Perfect.

In the linguistic literature four major uses of the Present perfect have been identified (cf. for instance (Dowty 1979, McCoard 1978)). The U(niversal) Perfect conveys the meaning that the predicate holds throughout some interval stretching from a certain point in the past up to the present ("John has been sick since 1990" (on one reading of the sentence); the Experiential Perfect asserts that the subject of the sentence has a certain experience ("I have been to Athens five times"); the Resultative Perfect expresses that the effect of an underlying event still holds ("I

21 "The perfect denotes a completed action the effects of which still continues in the present" (Smyth and Messing 1956); "the primary perfect indicative (commonly: perfect) signifies that the state resulting from the completion of the verbal action exists at the moment of utterance (the ‘present’) (Rijksbaron 1984). In most grammars there is also
have lost my glasses”); the Perfect of Recent Past is employed, when one wants to report an event which just happened (“John has just graduated from college”). The (E)xistential Perfect is sometimes used as a cover term for the last three uses, but the Experiental Perfect is usually looked upon as the prototypical Existential Perfect.

Also in Greek we find cases of the Perfect, which allow existential readings which are not resultative, as well as cases of the Universal Perfect. We start with an experiential reading.

(32) toûto humón déomai: eân dià tón autón lógón akoúète mou
this of-you be\textsubscript{pres.1.Sing} if through the same words hear\textsubscript{pres.Subj.2.Plu} I\textsubscript{Gen.Sing}
apologouménou, di` hónper eiótha
defend-myself\textsubscript{pres.Part.Gen.Sing}, through which be-accustomed-to\textsubscript{1.Sing}
légein kai en agorê tón trapezón, hína humón polloi
speak\textsubscript{Inf.}, both in market at of-the-bankers’-tables, where of-you many
akékóasi, kai állothi mète thaumázéin mète thorubein
hear\textsubscript{perfect.3.Pl.}, and elsewhere neither be-surprised\textsubscript{Inf.} nor make-disturbance\textsubscript{Inf.}
toûtou hénêka
of-this because
”And, men of Athens, I urgently beg you if you hear me making my defence with the same words with which I have been accustomed to speak both in the market place at the bankers’ tables, where many of you have heard me, and elsewhere, not to be surprised or to make a disturbance on this account”

(Pl. Apol. 17 c f.)

Also in the following example the use the Perfect has a purely existential, but not resultative meaning (on any natural reading of the sentence):

(33) sképsaste...ei tis emoi kai Eratosthénei échthra pôpote

mention of the ”generic” Perfect (cf. below, p. 16, n. 21), which is sometimes recognized as a kind of Experiental Perfect (Smyth uses the term ”empiric Perfect”).
consider Imper.2.pl. if I_Dat. and Eratosthenes_Dat. enmity ever
gegenêtai plên taútês
arise perfect.3.Sing. beside this
"ask yourselves, if any enmity ever arose between me and Eratosthenes beside this one"

(Lys. 1.43)

For examples of the U-Perfect, cf. below (apropos participles). With adverbs like δίοι/τριά/...έτη ("for two/three/...years") the Greek Perfect is ambiguous between the U- and the E-reading. With adverbs like δυοῖν/... ἐτῶν or πολλάν ἐτῶν ("in two/.../many years") the Perfect can only have the E-reading (which in case of negation equals a U-reading). The following sentence illustrates the latter claim.

(34) οὐκ οισθ’ δή ἀργαθόν ἐνθάδε οὐκ ἐπιδείκηκεν;
not know2.Sing. that many-years_Gen. Agathon_Nom. here not be-home perfect.3.Sing.?
"Don’t you know that Agathon has not been home in many years?"

(Pl. Symp. 172 c)

It should be obvious from these examples that the Perfect of Classical Greek looks a lot more like the Perfect of various modern languages than the traditional grammarians have thought.

For certain languages, e.g. English, it is appropriate to analyse the Perfect in terms of an Extended Now (cf. (McCoard 1978), (Pickbourn 1798), (Stechow 1999a). Since for Greek a focus on resultativity, if carried out in a traditional way, fails to account for uses of the Experiential Perfect, like in the three examples just quoted, or within a modern linguistic framework (like (Kamp and Reyle 1993)), leads to an overcomplicated analysis (cf. (Stechow 2001b)), it is seems attractive to try the Extended-Now-approach also here. In order to check whether this leads to a feasible account of the data, we first need to look at some further examples.

When the Present Perfect is used in Greek, it frequently seems to be the case that the event denoted by the VP either continues after the speech time or that it, at least, continues up to

---

22 Naturally, also the "generic" Perfect, much discussed in Greek grammar, e.g. Xen. Anab. 3.1.389 ἡ ἀταξία πολλοῖς ἐδέ απολοίεκεν ("lack of discipline has already been the ruin of many"), should can be analysed as an Experiential use of the Perfect (not unknown also in other languages).
the speech time (in an inclusive way). In terms of an XN-analysis, the speech time can be seen as a final subinterval of an interval which reaches into a contextually or lexically determined past (cf. (Stechow 1999; Stechow 2000)).

The following example is a Greek "garden-variety" use of the Perfect, which yields an XN-reading:

(35)  *olígon gáρ chrónon allēlois dieilégmetha*

shortAcc. for timeAcc. each-otherDat. converseperfect.1.Pl-

"for we have conversed with each other only a little while"

(Pl. *Apol. 37 a*)

The larger context shows that the speaker, Socrates, is here referring to the court situation in which he participates23. This is depicted as "conversation", which has some duration in the past and includes the speech time. Let us use the abbreviation XN(t,n) for “t is a time interval that extends up to n (and possibly includes n)”. The meaning of the last example can then be paraphrased as “there is a time t: XN(t,n) & we converse with each other at t and the beginning of t is only a little while before n.”

In participle constructions, which are very frequent in Greek, the distinction between "conclusion before the speech time" and "continuation at the speech time" can be quite accurately observed24. A case where it is clear that the activity denoted by the VP does no longer continue at the speech time is the following:

(36)  *humín dè memárturêkasin hoi próteron ergazómenoi kai pollα*

---

23 Cf. the continuation 37 b "I believe that if you had a law, as some people have, that capital cases should not be decided in one day, but only after several days, you would be convinced; but now it is not easy to rid you of great prejudices in a short time" and 39 e "But with those who voted for my acquittal I should like to converse (*hédêós in dialechtheîen*) about this which has happened...Wait with me so long, my friends; for nothing prevents our chatting with each other while there is time”.

24 When looking for good examples in the Greek texts (e.g. through the TLG (*Thesaurus Linguae Graecae*)), one is soon reminded of the tendency in the Greek language to put temporal information into participle constructions. This should consequently be seen as another "excuse" for focusing so much on this type of material in this context.
The speaker has just made a list of the earlier tenants, who no longer hold the piece of land (7.10 "In the fourth year I let it to Alcias, who is dead. After that Proteas, too, hired it in the same state during three years"). Also in this case the Perfect expresses the relation XN, since an existential reading is available here: \[ \exists t: XN(t,n) \land \exists t' \leq t (t' \text{ is many years} \land \exists t'' \subseteq t': x \text{ rents the land from me at } t''), \] where \( x \) are the people in question.

On the other hand, when we have a conclusion before the speech time (or before some other reference time) the Aorist Participle seems to be preferred. This can be observed in almost any Greek text. (37) provides an example, where the Aorist participle yields an anteriority reading with respect to a time of reference in the past.

(37) \[ \textit{hoútò mèn tā tōn Hellēnōn prágmatā efthārē héx étē} \]

thus the of-the-Hellenes affairsNom.Pl.(Neutr.) ruinPass.3.Sing six yearsAcc.

\[ \textit{polemēsanta} \]

make-warPass.Pl.(Neutr.)

"Thus this undertaking of the Hellenes came to naught \textit{after a war of six years}"

(Thuc. 1. 110. 1)

With durational temporal adverbs like \textit{polùn chrónon (édè)} ("(already) for a long time") we find the Perfect or the Present Participle. In (38) we find the Perfect, in (39) the Present Participle.

(38) \[ \textit{épeitá eisin hoútoí hoi katégoroi polloi kai polùn chrónon édè katégorekōtes}. \]
further be\textsubscript{3,Pl} these the accusers many and long time already \textit{accuse\textsubscript{perf,Part}}, \textit{éti dè kai en tautēi tēi hélikiai légonentes prós humās en hēi an málista epistēisate}, moreover and in that the age speak-pres-Part to you in which most would-believe \textit{paídes óntes énioi humōn kai meirákia} children be\textsubscript{pres,Part} some of you and youths

"These accusers are many and have been making their accusations already for a long time, and, moreover, they spoke to you at an age at which you would believe them most readily (some of you in youth, most of you in childhood)"

(Pl. Apol. 18 c)

\begin{enumerate}
\item\begin{quote}emoû gâr polloi katégoroi gegónasi prós humās kai pálai pollà étê kai
of-me for many accusers arise\textsubscript{perfect,3,Pl} befor you and already many years and
\end{quote}
\end{enumerate}

\begin{enumerate}
\item\begin{quote}oudēn alēthēs légonentes, hoús egō mállon foboûmai è toûs amfi Ánuton
nothing true say\textsubscript{perfect,Part} , whom I more fear.1.Sing. then the Acc. around Anytos
\end{quote}
\end{enumerate}

"For many accusers have risen up against me before you, who have been speaking for a long time, many years already, and saving nothing true; and I fear them more than Anytos and the rest"\textsuperscript{25}

(Pl. Apol. 18 b)

With adverbs semantically equivalent to the English \textit{since} (or German \textit{seit}) the Present is preferred, but also here the Perfect occurs. Here is an example with a \textit{since}-adverbiaal and the Present Participle.

\begin{enumerate}
\item\begin{quote}légein keleúôn tôn Tissafērnē prós autoûs hòs Athēnaïoi ek
\end{quote}
\end{enumerate}

\textsuperscript{25} The complication with participles present is that they express simultaneity with respect to the matrix tense. In (26), the main verb introduces an Extended Now and says that many accusers have arisen in that period; the participles specify what they did in that period and what they presumably still are doing. (The example is still interesting, however, especially as a pendant to (38), belonging to the same context and referring to the same category of people.)
Gerš/Stechow
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say.Inf. urge.PRES.Part.Nom.Masc.Sing the Tissaphernes.Acc. to them that Athenians.Nom. since
pléonos chrónou epistémenes óntes toû nautikou trióbolon
tois heautôn didóasin
the.Dat. of-themselves give.pres.3.Pl.
"He urged Tissaphernes to tell them that the Athenians, who have had experience in
naval matters for a longer time, give only three obols to their men"
(Thuc. 8.45.1)

In the following example we have a "since" adverbial combined with a Perfect participle.

(41) nín ti déi makrégoreín, hón tois mèn
dedoulóménous horáte, tois d’ epibouleúontas
autoi...kai ek pollou propareskeasménous, ei; pote
they.Acc. and since long time make-preparations.perfect.Part.Masc.Pl.Acc., if sometime
polemésontai;
make-war.future.3.Pl.
"What need is there of a long harangue, when you see that they have enslaved some of us
and are plotting against others...and that they have long (lit. since long time) been
making their preparations with a view to the contingency of war?"
(Thuc. 1.68.3 f.)

The examples show that measure adverbials such as ek pleonos chronou "*since much time" or
ek pollou "*since long" have a wider range of application than their English counterpart and are
more similar to German or Swedish. To begin with, English since does not combine with a
measure term whereas German seit and Swedish sedan do: seit langer Zeit, seit langem/sedan
länge. But English since-adverbials are Perfect level adverbials, i.e., they only combine with

---

26 In Greek, also the Perfect and Present Infinitive behave in a similar way in their way of combining with adverbs. Sometimes, with durational adverbs, we even find them side by side, like in Pl. Apol. 31 b ou gár anthrópinoi éoike
tò emé tòn mèn emautoi hapántion émelékñai kai anéchēshai tòn oiketión amelounménon tosaíta édê été ("it does
not seem human that I have neglected my own affairs (neglect.PERF.Inf.) and have been enduring
(endure.PRES.Inf.) the neglect of my concerns all these years").
the Present Perfect, Past Perfect or Future Perfect. In these combinations, the adverbs characterise an XN-interval introduced by the tense form (cf. (McCoard 1978), (Dowty 1979)). No such restriction holds for German seit, which combines with simple tenses as well and introduce an XN-reading in such contexts (Stechow 2001b) (In Swedish the Present with sedan...tillbaka yields an XN-reading, cf. below).

The other, more important point is the following: in spite of the quite frequent use of the Present Participle (and generally the Present) with adverbs like pollà étè/polìun chrónon and ek pollòi chrónou, it could now be argued that the classical Greek Perfect introduces an Extended Now. In Greek, like in certain other languages, e.g. Swedish, an adverb may sometimes introduce an Extended Now. In such cases the Present is chosen. Cf. Swedish:

(42)  \emph{Han bor här sedan fem år tillbaka.}  
\textit{he lives here since five years back}

In other cases, usually with other adverbs, it is the Perfect which introduces the Extended-Now. Cf. Swedish:

(43)  \emph{Han har bott här i fem år.}  
\textit{"He has lived here for five years (and still lives here)"}

Adopting such an analysis in (40), we claim that the adverb ek plëonos chrónou ("since a longer time") introduces an Extended Now, whereas in (41) the Perfect is the introductory "item", the adverb only qualifying the Extended-Now-interval\textsuperscript{27}. Another important fact in this

\begin{itemize}
\item German behaves differently in this respect. \emph{Seit} combines with the Perfect, but only in its Preterite use; with the Present, on the other hand, \emph{seit} introduces an Extended-Now:
\end{itemize}

\emph{Er wohnt hier seit 5 Jahren}  \hspace{1cm} \textit{He lives here since 5 years}

Sometimes the Perfect introduces the Extended Now, usually with other adverbs. (Schiporeit 1971) and (Rathert 1999) give arguments that XN readings are triggered by the presence of the adverb schon:

\begin{itemize}
\item Schiller hat immer gute Freunde gehabt \hspace{1cm} \textit{No XN}
\item Schiller has always good friends had
\item Schiller had always good friends"
\item \textbf{*Schiller hat schon immer gute Freunde gehabt} \hspace{1cm} \textit{XN}
\item Schiller has already always good friends had
\item \textit{"*Schiller always has had good friends"
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{27}German behaves differently in this respect. \emph{Seit} combines with the Perfect, but only in its Preterite use; with the Present, on the other hand, \emph{seit} introduces an Extended-Now:
context is the observation that the combination of the Greek Perfect with *since*-adverbials indeed *necessitates*, not only allows an XN-reading.\(^{28}\)

The introduction of the XN-perfect conveys an important change of the system: while the Homeric Perfect was an “aktionsart chooser”, the XN-perfect has a temporal meaning, but it still does not quite fit into the conventional picture drawn by (Reichenbach 1947), (Klein 1994) and others who look upon tense as a relation between the utterance time and the reference time. An XN rather stretches the reference time into an indefinite past. In consequence, it is a tense *sui generis*, say an “auxiliary tense”, because it requires the presence of another tense. (44) proposes a formal analysis which is sufficient for the purposes of the present discussion:

(44) **The XN-Perfect**

\[
\text{XN-PERF} = \lambda \mathcal{P} \lambda t \exists t' \left[ \text{XN}(t', t) & \mathcal{P}(t') \right]
\]

Recall that XN\((t', t)\) means that \(t\) is final subinterval or point of \(t'\). Here is an analysis of the perfect statement (35):

(45) \(\text{oligon} \ g\hat{a}r \ ch\\acute{r}\\acute{o}n \ al\ddot{e}lois \ die\\acute{\i}l\ddot{e}gmetha}\)

“For a short time we have been conversing with each other”

\[
[\text{TP}_1 \text{PRES} \left[ [\text{TP}_2 \text{XN-Perfect \ for-short-time} \left[ [\text{AsP} \ \text{PFFV} \ \left[ \text{VP} \ \text{we talk to each other} \right] \right] \right]] \right]
\]

\(\exists t' [\text{XN}(t', \text{PRES}) & t' \text{ is short} & \exists e \subseteq t' [e: \text{ we converse with each other}]]\]

Returning to example (34), we now get the following analysis: with an Extended Now analysis the Perfect denotes a time interval extending from the reference time to an indefinite past. The temporal adverb “for n years” is predicated of that interval and tells us that it is of a specific length. The temporal adverb “in n years” picks out a subinterval of that interval. The aspect phrase is located in the restricted interval. Below is a picture of the scenario:

\(\text{poll\'\acute{\text{o}}n \ et\'\acute{\text{o}}n} \ Agath\'\acute{\text{on}} \ ouk \ epiped\acute{\text{e}}m\acute{\text{e}}ken\).

{---------[///////////]----------PRES}

{------} Perfect interval

[-------] “in many years”-interval, “frame interval”

///////// Negation of the (perfective) VP “There is no being home”

\(^{28}\) Other such data are instances of the Perfect with adverbials like *édê en tòi pémptoi étéi* (“already in the fifth year”).
The frame interval may extend up to the speech time PRES, but it needs not. Note that the impression that the embedded VP is stative comes from the fact that the occurrence of the event is negated.

Here, finally, is the picture for a for-interval in a construction expressing a Universal Perfect.

\( \text{polla \ été Agathôn ouk eπidé\dmê\ken.} \)
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may hold the view that the sentence is a PAST statement, i.e., an E-Perfect.  

(47)  *theòn oudeis heòraken pòpote*  
    god.Acc.  nobody.Nom.  see perfected sg ever  
    "Nobody has ever seen God"  
    (Joh. 1:18)  

(48)  *toùton ho theòs [kai] árchonta kai lutrotèn apéstalken sòn*  
    he.Acc.  the god.Nom.  (both) leader.Acc and deliverer.Acc.  send perfected sg.  
    with  
    cheiri aggelou toù ofthèntos autòi en tèi bátöi  
    "God sent him as [both] leader and deliverer by the hand of the angel that appeared to him in the bush"  
    (Acts 7:35)  

To our mind, these examples should be interpreted in terms of an Extended Now. They can all be seen as instances of the E-Perfect. As for cases like (48), the interpretations of the traditional grammarians are at variance. Some look upon this type of Perfect as semantically equivalent to a Simple Past (Aorist) (e.g. (Mandilaras 1973); (Wackernagel 1920-24)), some as, in some sense, a Perfect of Result (e.g. (Chantraine 1927) and, with some reservation, (Fanning 1990)). Within an XN-analysis such cases yield an E-Perfect-interpretation: there is an event and there is a time such that XN, etc. A special problem is posed by examples where the (morphological) Perfect and the (dito) Aorist are used side by side with apparently very little difference in meaning. It is, however, quite possible, that an Aorist-like (i.e. Past-oriented) E-Perfect could be used  

---  

29 The issue is hard to decide, and the context does not help us any further. The passage reports the words of an angel who reports the death of Herodes. Surely, he is dead at moment of the speech, but he died shortly before. If the sentence contained the adverb *nùn* "now", it clearly would express a perfect of result.  

30 Such an example is the following:  

*heuròn òf héna polùtimon margaritàn apèlthòn pépraken*  
    sell perfected 3 sing.  

*pánta hòsa eìchen kai ègorasen autòn*  
    all. Acc.  that. Acc.  have.impf. 3 Sing. and buy aor. 3 Sing. it. Acc.  
    "...who on finding a pearl of great value went and sold (lit. has sold) all that he had and bought it"  
    (Matt. 13:46)
together with a real Aorist with almost, but not quite the same meaning. The present account clarifies this often invoked difference: the Aorist reports an event which is over; it can never have a reading which expresses continuation of a state up to the speech time. The Perfect, by contrast, can also be used in such cases, as we know from examples expressing the U-Perfect. Furthermore, the Aorist and the XN-Perfect are, of course, from a conceptual point of view radically different, even if they figure in sentences that are truth-conditionally equivalent.

3.4. Transitional and Byzantine/Mediaeval Period (300 – 1450 AD)

During this era the morphology of the Perfect and the Aorist get more and more similar: reduplication is used instead of augmentation in Aorist forms and the suffix -k-, typical of the Perfect (but also earlier found in some Aorists, the so-called kappa-Aorists) spreads more generally within the Aorist paradigm; also the Perfect and Aorist personal endings get to be more alike (cf. e.g. (Hedin 1999, Ruge 1991)).

Typical for this period is the replacement of the synthetic Perfect by analytic constructions, formulae which were used in earlier Greek to express a special resultative meaning. The periphrases in use were (i) *eimi* ("be") with Aorist or Perfect Participle, and (ii) *échô* ("have") with Present or Aorist Participle, e.g. (i) (replacing the Pluperfect) Theoph. 260. 1 ἐν κελεύσας ("had ordered"), Cedr. II 331, 21 τοῖς μετ' αὐτοῦ ἐσκεδάσμενοι όντας ("those of his men who had been scattered"), (ii) Leo Neap. 39. 8 ἐγὼ ἔχω ἑξέκοντα ἑτέρα ἡμικρίνεια διὰ τὸν ἐργὸν μου τὸν Χριστὸν ("Through my deeds I have affronted Christ for sixty years") and Duk. 210. 21 (again for a Pluperfect) *eîche perásas tón Istron* ("he had crossed the Istrus") (cf. (Psaltes 1974)).

Towards the end of the Byzantine era we also find a periphrasis involving the auxiliary *echein* and the supine of the verb, the *aparemfato*. It is not our concern to give a precise account of the history of that form. Let us just remind the reader of the fact that the appearance of the analytical perfect is not a geographically isolated phenomenon; analogous constructions develop in the great majority of European languages during the medieval era.

In traditional treatments of the Perfect of Postclassical Greek such instances of the Perfect are often highlighted as proofs of an Aorist meaning of this tense (e.g. in (Mandilaras 1973)).

Already in (Chantraine 1927) we find the suggestion that the Postclassical "aoristic" Perfect has its own (Perfect) meaning, not identical to that of the genuine Aorist.
The emerging system is quite mixed, but already very close what we find in Modern Greek. Here is a survey.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Aux</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>root-meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gráfo</td>
<td>PRES</td>
<td></td>
<td>IPFV</td>
<td>graf- “write”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grápsa</td>
<td>FUTR</td>
<td></td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>“</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thélo gráfin/na gráfo</td>
<td>FUTR</td>
<td>thélo</td>
<td>IPFV</td>
<td>“</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thélo grápsa/na grápsa</td>
<td>FUTR</td>
<td>thélo</td>
<td>PFV</td>
<td>“</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>égrafon/égrafa</td>
<td>PAST</td>
<td></td>
<td>IPFV</td>
<td>“</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>égrapsa</td>
<td>PAST</td>
<td></td>
<td>PFV</td>
<td>“</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gégrafa</td>
<td>PRES?</td>
<td></td>
<td>IPFV?</td>
<td>RESULT+”write”?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>écho gráfon</td>
<td>PRES</td>
<td>echo</td>
<td>IPFV</td>
<td>“</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>écho grápsas</td>
<td>PRES</td>
<td>echo</td>
<td>PFV</td>
<td>“</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eimi grápsas/écho grápsi</td>
<td>PRES</td>
<td>echo</td>
<td>PFV</td>
<td>“</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ícha gráfon</td>
<td>PAST</td>
<td>ícha</td>
<td>IPFV</td>
<td>“</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ícha grápsas</td>
<td>PAST</td>
<td>ícha</td>
<td>PFV</td>
<td>“</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>èn graspsas/ícha grápsi</td>
<td>PAST</td>
<td>èn/ícha</td>
<td>PFV</td>
<td>“</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Synthetic Perfect forms are now getting rare, and they are not mentioned in the chart. They are still found occasionally towards the middle of the mediaeval period. The meaning is that of a PAST or possibly an PRES + Extended Now. Here is an example:

(49) kontaréas dedókamen

32 Cf. above, p. 13.
wounds-with-lance give<sub>Perf(3.plur.)</sub>

“we wounded (lit. have wounded) them with our lances”

(Digenis Akritas 6.727)

Given the scarcity of examples, we are not attempting to analyse these forms. It is not clear to us whether the resultative interpretation of transitive forms persists in this period. Note further that we haven’t given at all a semantic analysis of transitive Perfects of result in this paper. See (Stechow 2001b) for an analysis of transitives resultatives.

The following example exhibits the combination of échò (“have”) with an aparémfato. The meaning is, however, perhaps that of an Existential Perfect. It is very well possible that the periphrastic perfect is analysed as a combination of PAST + ASPECT. The Byzantine system shows a tendency towards symmetry: we find aspectual oppositions in all the tenses including the analytical Perfect. In comparison, the modern Greek system seems somewhat impoverished since the supine only exhibits perfective morphology. The following example illustrates the aparémfato construction.

(50)  
o kápoios Frággkos eugenês, ánthrópos paidemênos,
the some Frankish nobleman, person educated,

apó tén pólin éxei étheti apó ton basiléan
from the city.Acc. have<sub>pres.3.sing. come</sub>Supin, from the emperor.Acc.

“Some noble Frank, an educated man, has come from the city, from the emperor”

(Morea-Chronic 4900-1)

3.5. Modern Greek (From 1450 AD)

In MG, the synthetic Perfect and the synthetic Future are completely lost. On the other hand, the morphological opposition Perfective/Imperfective is rather systematically implemented. Past (Aorist) and Future exhibit an aspectual opposition, but the perfect participle does not. There is no semantic reason for this gap (e.g. in Bulgarian, the Perfect Participle realises the said opposition (Anagnostopoulou et al. 1997)). As in English (or in earlier stages of the Greek
language), we do not find a perfective Present form.\(^{33}\)

As is well known, the Balkan languages have lost the infinitive. As a consequence the future auxiliary *thēlo* embeds a finite form or a supine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Aux (+C)</th>
<th>Aspct</th>
<th>root-meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gráfo</td>
<td>PRES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>graf-“write”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>thēlo gráf(n)</em></td>
<td>FUTR</td>
<td><em>thēlo</em></td>
<td>IPFV</td>
<td>“</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thēlo na/théna gráfo</td>
<td></td>
<td>thēlo na</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tha gráfo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>thēlo grápsi(n)</em></td>
<td>FUTR</td>
<td><em>thēlo</em></td>
<td>PFV</td>
<td>“</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thēlo na/théna gráposo</td>
<td></td>
<td>thēlo na</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tha gráposo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>égrafa</td>
<td>PAST</td>
<td></td>
<td>IPFV</td>
<td>“</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>égrapsa</td>
<td>PAST</td>
<td></td>
<td>PFV</td>
<td>“</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>écho grápsi</td>
<td>PRES</td>
<td>écho</td>
<td>PFV</td>
<td>“</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ícha grápsi</td>
<td>PAST</td>
<td>ícha</td>
<td>PFV</td>
<td>“</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tha écho grápsi</td>
<td>FUTR</td>
<td><em>tha écho</em></td>
<td>PFV</td>
<td>“</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Like the Perfect of Classical and Postclassical Greek the MG equivalent of this tense may yield the resultative or the experiential reading:

(51) *Écho grápsi to grámma.*  "Result"

have.I-Sing. write.Supine. the letter

“I have written the letter”

(52) Échis pái sti Germanía?  "Experience"

---

\(^{33}\) The most obvious and perhaps correct explanation is that the speech time is conceived as point of time and is therefore too short to embrace an entire event. We assume that this explanation is originally due to (Dowty 1979).
A difference from older Greek is that the MG Perfect never yields a Universal reading. E.g. the combination of the Perfect with the adverbial *πάντα* ("always") is ungrammatical.

(53) *Εἶχο πάντα ζήσει στην Αθήνα

have.1.Sing. always live.Supine. in-the Athens

“I have always lived in Athens”

(Anagnostopoulou et al. 1997) and (Iatridou et al. 2001) explain the ungrammaticality of the example as follows. According to them, the analytic Perfect in MG denotes an Extended Now34. Given that the aspect of the supine is perfective (both morphologically and semantically), we cannot have a U-Perfect, which requires the IPFV by definition.

We accept this theory for the time being, but we think that some scepticism is in place. Typologically, it is highly unlikely to have an XN-Perfect without a U-reading, for it is precisely the existence of this interpretation which motivates the theory that there is such a fancy tense. We also ask why the PFV/IPFV opposition should be missing exactly in this construction. Recall that we still had it in Byzantine period. Consequently, there is some evidence that the XN-Perfect still survived at this stage of history, but more data are required to establish the point.

As for MG, one rather gets the impression that the analytic Perfect is a competing form for the Aorist. If this turns out to be true, the analysis given must be revised in an obvious way: the Present Perfect (*έχω γράψει*) must be analysed as PAST + PFV, the Past Perfect (*ήχω γράψει*) must be analysed as PAST + PERFECT (= POST) and the Future Perfect, i.e. the form *θα έχω γράψει*, must rather be FUTR + PERFECT (= POST). We think that this alternative is rather promising, but leave it to future research to work out the details.

4. CONCLUSION

On basis of a re-examination of the diachronic development of the Greek Perfect in the light of older as well as more recent theories of the Perfect "tense" we have found that the Archaic

---

34 A similar analysis of the MG Perfect we find earlier in (Hedin 1987), only in a different framework (Hedin in her dissertation draws upon Bull’s concept of an "extended present").
(Homeric) Perfect displays properties most typical of an intensifier or an aspect (result). The two meanings connected with the Perfect of this time are, however, too different to allow serious assumptions as to their (historical) common denominator.

In Classical Greek the Perfect seems to have developed into something between a stativiser and a tense. Its core meaning is now an Extended Now, but the resultative reading is still there. As the data discussion above has shown, the XN-approach accounts for a lot of material which causes problems e.g. for a theory focusing on resultativity, be it in a traditional or a modern linguistic framework.

In Postclassical Greek the Perfect still denotes an Extended Now. There is no reason to assume that during this time the Perfect assumes a meaning of a Simple Past (Aorist). The criteria formulated by grammarians like Mandilaras (taken over partly also by e.g. (Fanning 1990)) concerning when a Perfect form should be considered having a Past meaning may seem attractive at first glance, but do not really provide much help in narrowing down the semantic value of Perfect form in concrete cases. (One argument used by Mandilaras is the side-by-side use of Perfect and Aorist forms found in Postclassical texts; another one is the combination of the Perfect with past-oriented, punctual adverbs (cf. Mandilaras 1973:221)).

As for the classical "Present Perfect-puzzle"35, it is true that the Greek Perfect during this period quite frequently combines with past-oriented adverbs. This, however, does not really constitute evidence against a preserved RESULT-meaning of the Perfect morphology in Postclassical Greek, since the use of the Perfect may still be more now-oriented in such cases36. Definite, punctual adverbials, then, when combined with the Perfect, do not refer to the Extended-Now-interval, but to the event time (already in Classical Greek, cf. examples above, e.g. (21)).

The reason, then, for the synthetic Perfect becoming extinct is to be found on the semantic and the morphological level. On the one hand, the synthetic Perfect had not acquired the same meaning as the Aorist, as is often assumed, but nevertheless - mainly through its Experiential use - a similar meaning. On the other hand, the morphological confusion led to a loss of

35 The semantic problem constituted by the extremely limited occurrence of the Present Perfect with punctual adverbs such as yesterday in languages like English and Swedish (cf. e.g. (Klein 1992)).
36 Cf. for instance (Hedin 1999) apropos this kind of data in Classical Greek: "The fact that the perfect is combined with a definite time adverbial does not necessarily implicate, for instance, that it is used narratively...but (it could
understanding of the distinction between the two tenses. Finally, competing analytical constructions in later Greek were there to take over the old XN-meaning of a form no longer completely understood.

The "career" of analytical constructions has only briefly been touched upon in this paper, since our focus has been more on the semantic development of the synthetic Perfect. However, it is important to note that the early periphrastic constructions (Perfect or Aorist Participle with eînai ("be") or êchein ("have") in Classical Greek) often have a very pronounced resultative meaning and therefore require a different semantic analysis than the synthetic Perfect. (Even in its resultative use the synthetic Perfect seems to have a different meaning from the analytic resultative constructions. For discussion of such constructions in other languages, e.g. Swedish, cf. (Dahl 1985):133 f.). One of these analytic constructions has survived in MG, still with a resultative meaning (the êcho grammêno-perphrasis) Note, however, that the regular analytic Perfect in MG has developed from a completely different construction, icha ("had") with the Aorist infinitive (as a kind of futurum preteriti, cf (Browning 1969); (Hedin 1987); (Ruge 1991).

The major claim made in this paper is that the Greek Perfect, with the exception of Archaic Greek, should be understood in terms of an Extended-Now up to the Byzantine period. According to (Anagnostopoulou et al. 1997), this claim holds even for MG. Thus the Greek Perfect, as we have pointed out, shows much similarity with the Perfect e.g. in English and Swedish. In other languages, however, the Extended-Now-approach to the Perfect is under debate.
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